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BULLETIN 135

Christopher Goodwin

This is the third Q of this subscription period (nos. 133-136). It is just a few weeks later than
planned, so we are on track for the full meed of Qs for the year.
Many thanks to the contributors – after a period when it seemed that the Quarterly might as
well have been an adjunct to Lute News or other pluckers’ titles, the baton is now firmly in the
hands of the reed players! Though it is invidious to single out individuals for thanks or praise,
Jan Bouterse’s continuing series of papers is a joy to read, and fascinating even to those of us will
never do any more than enjoy listening to recorders and baroque oboes.
The time is nearly upon us for another AGM, which we can once again hold at the Greenwich
International Early Music Exhibition – but this year, as they are doing maintenance work on the
Old Royal Naval College, this will be held at the Blackheath Halls, 23 Lee Road, London SE3.
We can meet over sandwiches in the bar, at 1 pm, on Saturday 12th November. If we are not
quorate, decisions can be made provisionally, and referred to the committee or the whole
membership, as our constitution dictates. Email reminders will be sent out nearer the time.
One’s pleasure at sending out this issue into the world is overshadowed by sadness at having to
print obituaries for not one but two late Fellows of our Fellowship, both important pioneers and
practitioners in our little world of early music.
Donald Gill (1919-2016)
Readers will be sad to hear of the passing of Donald Gill, after a long and full life, on Thursday
12h May. A keen amateur maker of plucked string instruments, whose magnificent collection he
recently donated to the Lute Society, he did important research untangling the history of lutefamily instruments, and was a pioneer of the early music revival. Martyn Hodgson has written
the following obituary, which will be reprinted with photographs in the 2016 issue of The Lute.
Although cutting an unexpectedly quiet and retiring figure for a full colonel in the British Army,
Donald could be incisive when required and his sterling organological work, mostly on early
plucked instruments contemporary with the old lute, has largely stood the test of time. His
gentle, not to say gentleman-like, demeanour was not just a manifestation of his caring
professional calling but more deeply reflected a long family background in the Quaker
movement. He rose through the wartime army and in peacetime eventually became that service’s
principal consultant Dermatologist.
He was Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians (LRCP), Member of the Royal College of
Surgeons (MRCS) and Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh (FRCPEd) which
is the highest category of membership and recognises major clinical achievements. In music and
organology he was a very early member of the Galpin Society, the Lute Society of America, the
Fellowship of Makers and Researchers of Historical Instruments (of which he was a Fellow) and,
of course, the Lute Society of which he was Chairman. He wrote some of the earliest Lute
Society booklets as well as contributing many learned papers to various journals from 1950
onwards. Donald Gill was born on 11th September 1919, at Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex into a
comfortable middle-class household (his father was a dental surgeon) with a live-in cook, daily
housemaid and nurse. His family were not particularly musical, though there was the obligatory
piano, and as a child he took up the popular ukulele but soon moved onto the classical guitar.

He followed his father into dentistry and started the combined medical and dental course at
Guy’s hospital (Kings College, London) in 1937. When the war started, those on the combined
course were given the option of undertaking just the medical part first and postponing any dental
training until after the war: as is sometimes the way in the careers of sons and fathers, Donald
gladly abandoned dentistry for good.
In London Donald witnessed first-hand the Battle of Britain and the Blitz. He qualified as a
Doctor in 1942 and was called up in May 1943, commissioned Lieutenant in the Royal Army
Medical Corps (RAMC) and posted to a Light Field Ambulance Unit with the second wave of
D-Day Normandy landings. He witnessed the very heavy fighting around the Falaise Gap, at
Reichswald Forest, and later around the strategic bridges at Nijmegan and Arnhem, before
finishing the war at Hamburg as the Regimental Medical Officer of a Field Artillery Regiment.
Three months later he was posted to various battalions in northern Italy around Genoa, Trieste
and finally to Venice where for four months he greatly enjoyed his time as Embarkation Medical
Officer. In 1948 he returned to the U.K. and decided to make a career in the army.
His first peace-time posting was to command a convalescent depot in Troon, Ayrshire. But he
soon decided that this really wasn’t for him and wished to return to practising medicine,
specialising in dermatology, and in 1949 he was posted to the military hospital in Colchester
where there was a consultant in that discipline. He frequently had to go up to the Royal Army
Medical College in London and saw a number of famous patients, including Field Marshal
Viscount Montgomery. Donald recounted with affection the experience: ‘I particularly recall a
day when Monty came for a consultation and I was asked to give an opinion on a lump on his
back: I told him it should be removed. All he said to this was “Very well, must make a plan”
which seemed to personify the man’. (Quotations are verbatim from a longer conversation I
recorded with Donald in late 2013 and transcribed in full in The Lutezine 109)
Donald’s interest in ‘early music’ dates from around this time and his earlier interest in the
guitar now transferred to the lute. However, he was posted to the Far East for much of the 1950s
and it was only on his return home in 1959 that he was able to take much part in the early Lute
Society (formed 1956) meetings where he came across Ian Harwood, Jim Tyler and Bob Spencer
amongst others. He joined the Galpin Society (formed 1946) and met various pioneers including
Eric Halfpenny (then owner of the famous Frei lute—now in Warwick museum), Michael
Prynne and Alec Hodson. The latter introduced him to another lifelong obsession: early
(‘vintage’) cars ie mostly pre-1930 automobiles. Donald owned a number of these cars but his
favourite was a rare 1924 Vauxhall 30/98; a fast (85mph) grand tourer of which only some 250
were ever built. The company was eventually taken over by General Motors and changed into
the mass car marketing business we know today—much to Donald’s disgust! He delighted in
recalling a particular visit to see Diana Poulton with Michael Prynne ‘I remember one evening in
around 1955 taking him down in the Vauxhall 23-60 open tourer to see Diana Poulton. It was a
beautiful night with a full moon (we didn’t need lights on). She lived some distance in the
country and I was a bit apprehensive at having this senior general staff officer blown about a bit,
but for me the experience was exhilarating.’ .
His first Far East posting to the British Military Hospital in Kluang, Malaya for a three-year
tour seems another, almost Brideshead-like, world to us today: he recounted how much of the
time there included learning to play squash and poker (for matchsticks), cases of leprosy, and
driving up-country in a friend’s 1926 Rolls Royce. But this posting was not entirely chance since
he had met Sylvia, his future wife, in Aldershot when doing the Orderly Officer’s night rounds

and she an officer in Queen Alexandra’s Royal Army Nursing Corps. When Sylvia was posted to
the Kluang BMH he managed to wangle a posting there too!
Donald also amusingly recounted his experience of returning home after this posting ‘The
journey home in 1954 was aboard a troopship the Empire Windrush, known commonly as the
Imperial Fart, which had also brought the first big wave of West Indian immigrants to the UK in
1947. She was also known for producing explosions out of her funnels like a car backfiring, and
her next voyage proved to be her last, as the engine room blew-up and the ship eventually sank!
Happily no lives were lost’. On return home marriage soon followed and in due course their first
child, Simon, arrived.
At this time there was little interest in early plucked stringed instruments other than the old
lute and Donald was one of the first to take any interest in them: eventually leading him in the
early 1950s to making specimens of early guitars, orpharions, bandora and numerous mandores;
and more recently of the mandora and gallichon. His original work at this time led to two early
Lute Society booklets: Wire-strung plucked instruments contemporary with the lute and Gut-strung
plucked instruments contemporary with the lute. His long life and scholarly pursuits also gave him
an extended perspective on the modern lute revival and he was especially insightful about
changing fashions from the early guitar-like lute technique of the 1950/60s, the change to
thumb-under first promoted by Michael Schaffer, and finally the recent move to more
appropriate historical techniques for particular repertoires.
They settled in Hampshire when their second child, Sarah, arrived and Donald was appointed
Advisor on Dermatology to the War Office and promoted to half colonel. This also entailed
wearing a suit, bowler hat, and carrying a briefcase and neatly furled umbrella for the commute
to London. Two years later, with the substantive rank of full colonel, he retired and the bowler
was ceremoniously burnt in the back garden! They wished to live in the country and Donald
therefore took a suitable medical post in Ballymena, Northern Ireland and it was here that his
Quaker roots caught up with him. His family were fourth generation Quakers, but 19th century
conflict in the Society over evangelism took its toll and his grandfather and father had eventually
joined the Plymouth Brethren, a strictly evangelical and closed sect. However, his father had
been raised a Quaker, so in 1967 Donald said he felt a ‘homecoming’ when joining the Belfast
Meeting. In 1973 they moved to Yorkshire to allow the children to enter Great Ayton Quaker
school and bought a house in the nearby village of Appleton Wiske.
It was around this time in the early 1980s I came to know both Sylvia and Donald
personallywhen he and I seemed to be the only people with any interest in the newly identified
mandora/ gallichon. He occasionally would visit me in the Dales (sadly by then not in the big
Vauxhall open tourer!) and I went up to Appleton Wiske. Sylvia died shortly after they moved to
a little bungalow in the same village and, not surprisingly for a man in his 90s, Donald became
increasingly physically frail in the last few years. But he was still very much able to participate in
active discussions and well remembered past events—as I found in our conversation recorded in
late 2013. However in 2015 he became much weaker and moved to a care home in Richmond
where I last saw him. He died peacefully at the home on 13th May 2016.
Bill Samson, who knew Donald from the 1960s, adds these personal memories of the man:
‘I knew Donald from Lute Society summer schools which we attended in the 1960s and 70s. He
had a great influence on my instrument-making activities with his practice of
building‘prototypes’ (in modern times) of largely forgotten instruments. He called them,

modestly ‘sketches in wood’. They were, of course, far better than that! He also performed on
these instruments.
His was the first 4-course guitar that I ever saw and prompted me to build two. His mandore
was, again, the first to be built in modern times and prompted Peter Forrester to build some in
the late seventies, followed soon after by one that I built and still have. As well as being a fine
organologist, Donald made significant contributions to musicology. He deciphered the Skene
MS of music for mandore and provided a substantial repertoire of Scottish and English pieces for
the new generation of mandore players. I remember him smiling at the explicit titles of some of
the Scottish pieces. He was a generous, goodnatured man and never took himself too seriously’.
A Quaker Memorial Service was held on 26th May at the Friends’ Meeting House in Great
Ayton. These words of William Penn (More Fruits of Solitude, 1702) were especially moving:
Death is but crossing the world, as friends do the seas; they live in one another still. For they
must needs be present, that love and live in that which is omnipresent. In this divine glass, they
see face to face; and their converse is free, as well as pure. This is the comfort of friends, that
though they may be said to die, yet their friendship and society are, in the best sense, ever
present, because immortal.
Finally, somewhere out there may still be a LP recording of Donald playing his bandora (now in
the Lute Society collection) in a Morley mixed consort. He amusingly and self-deprecatingly
recounted the following experience:
I did get involved with him (Desmond Dupre) once when he played the lute in some Morley
sextets for a Twelfth Night film recording that Decca were making: I played bandora. I remember
that day particularly because we took time over the recording and thought it all went well. When
we finished the chap in the box said, ‘That all went very well – but could we do it again without
the bandora player tapping his foot’.
John Hanchet (1941-2016)
Readers will be sorry to hear of the death of John Hanchet, on 29th June, a leading figure of
historical woodwind making in the UK. The funeral took place on 14th July
John was born in Morecambe, on 17th February 1941. He grew up and went to school in Bury St
Edmunds, where his father had a stonemason business. A square in Bury St Edmunds is still called
Hanchet Square. John was Head Choir Boy at St. Edmundsbury Cathedral. It would be fair to say
he had mixed feelings about this role but nevertheless he won several competitions as a boy
soprano. From an early age he got interested in steam trains and spent a lot of time on stations and
on railway banks. At the age of 16 he went to Cambridge technical college, where he got his A
levels. John read Music at King’s College, Durham University, which was in Newcastle and was
shortly to become Newcastle University.His original composition for his B.A. degree was highly
regarded by his head of department and was given an orchestral performance. After graduating he
was trained as a teacher in Newcastle.
As a student, he liked to enjoy weekends in the Northumberland countryside with friends. A
summer highlight was attending and helping out at the Haslemere Festival in Surrey. There he

visited the Dolmetsch workshop where early music instruments were made, and this may have
sparked the inspiration leading to his future career.
From 1964 on he was a teacher of Music at Thurrock Technical College, in Essex. John was an
inspirational teacher – full of enthusiasm for his subject, and gave sound help, support and advice.
He would socialise afterwards at the pub, and on occasion he held ‘open house’ and barbecue
parties at home.
Also in 1964 he was married to his first wife Patricia. They had two sons, Robert born in 1968,
and Maurice born in 1971, who were to grow up in a house with homemade folk instruments all
around, and where early music groups came to rehearse. In 1966 John started to make historical
wind instruments in his garage. His student Martin Vincent recalls: ‘His enthusiasm was infectious
and we shared some great adventures together, as John pioneered his way into making early
instruments. Late nights in the workshop trying to bend crumhorns to no avail. Knee deep in
wood shavings with the smell of Linseed oil in the air. Always good humoured, thoughtful and a
dependable friend’.
From 1975 to 1978 he was a senior lecturer at London College of Furniture and started the
Historical Woodwind Manufacturing Course there. Around this time he also ran popular
residential courses for making musical instruments, held in an old castle (Schloss Breiteneich) in
Austria, where he got in contact with many Early Music fans from all over the world, and had a
good time. In 1978 John moved to Germany and became a self-employed maker of historical
woodwind instruments. He mainly made shawms, but crumhorns, recorders, bassoons and rackets
as well. In 1978 he was divorced and married his second wife Doris. They lived in Essen, where
Doris was a lecturer at a college for social work students.
One apprentice helping John making instruments in Germany, was inspired to study music
herself and went on to become Professor for Baroque Oboe and Shawm at the prestigious Schola
Cantorum, in Basel. In 1997 after Doris got early retirement, they moved to Norwich, where John
continued to make musical instruments. They are played by amateurs and professionals all over the
world.
John’s main hobbies were woodturning, steam trains, model railways and photography. As with
all things, he wholeheartedly engaged with his hobbies. He was a skilled craftsman and
experimented with wooden forms in his spare time - a passion now taken up by his son Maurice.
He was full of life and loved to travel, and closer to home, there is nothing he liked better than
being in a traditional English pub with good food, good beer and good company.
Welcome (or welcome back) to new members
We welcome two new members this quarter: Trond Olaf Larsen, and Ron Banks.
Terence Pamplin Award for Organology and Musicology 2017
The Terence Pamplin Award is made every other year to encourage excellence in research in
organology (the science and history of the development and construction of all acoustic musical
instruments and their use) and musicology as it links to acoustic music instrument technology. It
consists of a cheque and certificate confirming the award. In 2017 the award will be worth £1200.
The award is organised and administered by the Worshipful Company of Musicians through their
Charitable Fund.

Within Western music there are many aspects of classical and folk music traditions that remain
un-researched. More widely, ethnic musical traditions are under threat of extinction in many parts
of the world. The award is designed to encourage research into early organology and playing
techniques of acoustic instruments within the main stream of Western musical tradition and oral
traditions in world ethno-organology at any period of history, and record them before they are lost
to scholarship for ever. The geographical scope of the award is global. The research project can
include making, playing or recording musical instruments. The award specifically excludes
electronic or computerised digital instruments and electrical amplification.
Previous Award Winners have used the award to provide an additional aspect to their research by
making an instrument to test the methodology of an earlier well known instrument maker; travel
to measure and photograph instruments and/or analysis of original archive material/documents;
acoustical analysis; application of research techniques.
Further information about the Award, rules for the competition and application form can be
obtained from the Musicians’ Company email. clerk@wcom.org.uk and following the link on the
company website. The closing date for the competition is 1 July 2017
More news from the European Music Archaeology Project
Further to the press release quoted in January’s Q, there is more news from this very interesting
project. Several CDs have been produced as a co-production between the University, European
Music Archaeology Project and Delphian Records; co-produced by the University of
Huddersfield’s Dr Rupert Till, the CDs mean that people can listen again to the music of distant
cultures – including Palaeolithic cave dwellers, Pictish warriors, Scots clans, citizens of ancient
Rome and Viking warriors. Instruments featured include painstaking recreations of prehistoric
bone flutes, Roman reed pipes, Celtic war horns and ancient bagpipes.
EMAP has now launched an exhibition that will travel to various European venues. It debuted
in the Swedish town of Ystad, where it remains until January. Dr Till contributed to the
exhibition, but his main EMAP role is to co-produce a sequence of five recordings – most of them
made at the University of Huddersfield. They will be marketed by Naxos. Already out
is Spellweaving, featuring the earliest-known Scottish bagpipe music, and also features flutes, harps
and fiddle, played by a trio of Barnaby Brown (pipes and vocals), Clare Salaman (fiddles and
hurdy-gurdy) and Bill Taylor (lyres and harp) who have performed at the University of
Huddersfield, as did John Kenny, who is the leading exponent of the very earliest brass
instruments, several of which have been recreated from specimens discovered by archaeologists.
They include the carnyx, a large trumpet-like instrument topped by an elaborately fashioned wild
boar’s head that was played across Northern Europe 2,000 years ago.

Dr Till produced John Kenny’s CD in the EMAP series. Titled Dragon Voices, it includes a
considerable amount of multi-tracking and was made at the University of Huddersfield, with Dr
Till at the studio controls. It is due for release later in the year. Also completed is Ice and
Longboats, which recreates ancient Scandinavian music and includes bone flutes and a Bronze Age
horn called the Lur. Featured artists are Åke Egevad, a Swedish musician and instrument-builder,
his son Jens, plus the vocal group Ensemble Mare Balticum, Sweden’s leading early music
ensemble. Ice and Longboats was recorded in a church in southern Sweden by Dr Till and Paul
Baxter, founder of Delphian records. Then it was back to the University of Huddersfield for the
fourth EMAP recording, titled Cave Songs. This features recreations of Palaeolithic bone flutes –
including a replica of a 42,000-year-old example that is the world’s oldest known instrument –
played by Anna Friederike Potengowski – accompanied by Georg Wagner on a range of percussion
that includes the sound of stones dropping in water.
Although Cave Songs was made at the University’s studios, Dr Till simulated the actual
reverberation of the caves in France and Germany where the original bone flutes were found.
‘I recorded the acoustics of the caves and applied that to the recordings. It makes a huge
difference’, he said.
The final recording in the sequence will consist of music and instruments of ancient Rome and
Greece. Also to be made at the University of Huddersfield, it will feature Stefan Hagel – of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences – playing a reed pipe known as the aulos or tibia. There will also be
stringed instruments from the ancient world and a recreation of water-powered organ known to
have been heard in the Roman Arena.
High-quality photographs for Dragon Voices and the subsequent CDs have been provided by
University of Huddersfield lecturer David Lake. They includes a stunning image of the carnyx
that is used as the emblem for the EMAP exhibition in Ystad.

STANDING CALL FOR PAPERS
The Fellowship of Makers and Researchers of Historical Instruments welcomes papers on all
aspects of the history and making of historical musical instruments. Communications or
‘Comms’ as they are called, appeared unedited (please don’t be libellous or insulting to other
contributors!), so please send them EXACTLY as you wish them to appear – in 12 point type,
on A4 paper with a 25mm or 1 inch border all round, or to put it another way, if you are using
non-European paper sizes, then the text area must be 160 x 246 mm (or at least no wider or
longer than this). Our printers make a good job of scanning photos.
In naming your Communication, remember that people will search for it online using
keywords. So if you are discussing, say, a Ruckers harpsichord in Paris, call it ‘Observations on a
Ruckers harpsichord in Paris’, rather than ‘Observations on a curious old instrument.’
You can send contributions EITHER on paper, OR as a Word-compatible or PDF
attachment. If you really do not have access to a word processor of any kind, we may be able to
retype typed or handwritten submissions; send it to our cover address.
and the email address for Comms sent as attachments (and other email correspondence) is
Lutesoc@aol.com or secretary@fomrhi.org
Non-members will be given a year's free subscription if they send in a Communication to the
Quarterly.
If your interests have changed, and you don’t now want to be a member of FoMRHI, please let
us know, to save postage costs.

FoMRHI Comm. 2055

Mary Kirkpatrick

A Maker’s Look at the Haka Oboe, Gemeentemuseum Ea-6 1952
When I received an request from Lou Zeekaf about a year ago to reproduce the fine Haka oboe in
the Haags Gemeentemuseum (Ea 6-1952) I was intrigued. He was keen to have all historic details
such as the extra E flat key (for left-handed playing) and the unusually small cove areas for the
double holes. His desired pitch of A:405 had been my best estimate of the Haka’s pitch when I
measured it in August of 1981 and was also what I had found best with a couple of earlier attempts
to copy it. This time my own measurements were supplemented by photos from Jan Bouterse’s
extensive work, “Dutch Woodwind Instruments and their Makers.” It has been a very rewarding
process to revisit this fine Haka original as a model.
The first steps were the same as for any of my oboes, the pieces roughly cut, turned, and bored
several months in advance. Extra time was given in a partially reamed and turned state so that the
resulting thin and thin-walled pieces wouldn’t warp, because like other Dutch oboes, the Haka is
delicately constructed, having a wide bore but small outer diameter. Overall the turning is very
stylish, beautifully thought out and executed, with an evident concern for keeping a low profile, as
in the key mounting rings which are quite low. Details of turning include a little bead above the
lower key mounting ring which Bouterse describes as the “middle key ring.” This protects the
projecting upper end of the C-flap (or appears to), and if the end of the key lines up with it when
at rest, it is a nice visual detail. In my view the length of the flap in this design is somewhat a
holdover from Renaissance times when positive leverage in keywork was the goal, more than fast
action or the ability to slide from one key to the other. (Later one finds a shorter distance between
the top of the flap and its pin, so that the mounting ring encompasses the whole upper part of the
flap, and the projecting tip which engages with the touch can be made to line up with the small
bead at the top of the mounting ring, another visually neat solution.)
An interesting corollary to the low profile mounting rings is that the key channels need to be
relatively deep, and the central channel is continuous. Haka takes advantage of the middle part of
this channel to put the middle spring unusually far down. Normally at the bottom of the upper
mounting ring, here it is set into the sides of the channel about 10mm below the ring. It functions
well there and the extra length strikes me as a good way to accommodate the wide action of the
key without fatiguing the spring.
Tuning the Haka turned out to be an education in the importance of bringing everything into
balance and getting the top opened fully. Sometimes when tuning an oboe I leave the narrow point
in the top joint a touch small, to be opened as I play in the oboe and see how it responds. But on
the Haka, the high notes (above a’’) simply wouldn’t work at all with the narrow point only about
6.2. When brought out the last 0.2mm to 6.4, and tapered above and below to match the original,
the results were no less than astounding, the way all the notes to high d’’’ popped out, and with
the same reed. Various reed designs were tried. A short staple (50mm) and large reed (28x10.5)
can give a luscious tone and response in the low register. Better for overall stability especially of the
e’’ is a staple 58mm (5.3 at the bottom) with a short reed (24x10). For this style I have found the
readily available Chiarugi 60mm staples to work well, with the tip hammered and filed for more
ovality, and 1-2mm removed from the bottom. They are more open than what I usually make,
and a good balance with the large bore of the Haka.

Another factor is the reed’s flexibility. I have been using 0.65mm cane (Alliaud or Marion) from
Stephen Bard, but not just as it comes -- I thin the middle area on the inside where the tip will be
to .61-2, and the sides of the cane extremely thin. That way the hard part of the cane forms the
corners, for a clean and easy response, and less scraping is required to get the reed to crow freely.
With a free-blowing reed the whole range from c’ to d’’’ has a quick response, and the low f’ can
easily be played without the Eb key, something unusual in an oboe this early. The f-hole and other
fingerholes have come out very close to the original sizes (within 0.1mm.) The Eb, C, and tuning
holes are a few tenths of a mm larger in order to bring them in tune and to enable playing in Eb.
Some Dutch oboes seem to be tuned with sharp keys in mind, and are referred to by Jan Bouterse
as “d-sharp/f-sharp oboes.”
One design feature of interest to other makers - I would consider raising the upper mounting
ring by 2mm, to bring the C-touch closer to the sixth hole. Currently it’s a bit of a stretch,
depending on one’s little finger, and the touches are too much in line with each other sideways;
they work in a better relationship when in a line more diagonally. (I made a very slight adjustment
in this direction in the copy.) One can keep the Eb hole where it is, and shorten the touch part of
the key slightly, keeping it low and snug against the mounting ring-- no need to make the key
longer. The C-touch would be lengthened only in the shank.
I am reminded of something Michel Piguet said, that the early baroque oboes were thought of
as imitating the sound of the voice, and the classical oboe as imitating the violin. With the Haka’s
light construction and wide bore, the sound is certainly vibrant and voicelike. It is a delight to play.

The staining is finished and the pieces washed in baking powder paste and rinsed off.

The key pin hole drilling process, using a bow drill.

1C = keywork: e-flat key and c-key.

The holes have not been darkened yet and still need some finishing on the edges; 2 reeds with
50mm and 58mm long staples.

Three pairs Chiarugi staples: unaltered; hammered (to increase the ovality); filed as well to thin
the sides near the tip and to increase the angle.

The angle visible from the side view, and the resulting ovality from the top view.

The finished Haka hautboy in front of its case.

FoMRHI Comm. 2056

Jan Bouterse

Making woodwind instruments
6a- The lathe
There are people who are afraid of lathes: turning pieces of wood on such an engine is for
them such unknown territory that they prefer other methods to make their instrument parts
round. And that is, of course, possible. With sharp hand tools (even with a pocket knife - I
prefer Swiss army knives of the brand Victorinox) you can cut any piece of wood into a
profile which is perfectly round in cross section. For simple instruments without elaborate
baroque profiles, for instance small fifes made of branches of elder wood (where the central
bore is drilled through the heart of the branch), this way of working is a good exercise, you
can do it on a quiet walk through the forests. And instruments such as a dulcian or bassoon
must also be shaped using planes and chisels (and/or a lot of sand paper): most of their
parts have no circular cross section and cannot - apart from some sections - be turned on a
lathe.
The other way to avoid turning, is making square instruments. Herbert Paetzold in Germany was a pioneer in designing very fine bass (and longer) recorders. These instruments
have the advantage that they can be played with quite simple wooden keys which can also
easily be mounted on the flat surface of the wood. Some members of the Bouwerskontakt
have recently made long square recorders; they discovered that it is very important - but
also quite difficult to achieve - to get the connections between the parts of the instruments
perfectly airtight. It is also important to use the best quality of laminated wood, without any
gaps between the layers. My question: why do I not see square versions or other long woodwind instruments, such as dulcians of bassoons - apart from some experiments by Daniel
Bangham which I saw last year on the Galpin Conference in Cambridge?

Here is a square soprano recorder, after a design by Alec Loretto. I cut the windway in a
piece of wood which can easily be removed by loosening the screws (just as the block
which is screwed on from the back side).

An electric drill as drive for your lathe
Another reason to avoid a lathe is that the machine takes some space in your house or shed.
And apart from turning, drilling or polishing wood (or some other materials like ivory
substitutes), you can’t use a lathe for many other things. When in 1980 I had the plan to
make a recorder, I didn’t yet know whether that was the beginning of a serious hobby or
even a profession, or only a shortlived experiment. I also had not much money to spend, so I
bought a set of lathe accessories for my electric drill. This set was by AEG and I made
some fine instruments on it before I bought a bigger and more versatile ‘real’ lathe.
More recently I bought a similar lathe set to use with a power drill by Wolfcraft (photo
below), because I needed for my workshops an easy transportable lathe. Both
lathe set-ups by AEG and Wolfcraft are
now out of production (and I sold mine),
but maybe you can find them second-hand.
The advantage of this type of lathe
equipment is that you can easily make the
working distance as long as you want.
Stability might then become a problem,
but - for instance - turning a long thinwalled renaissance flute on a heavy
professional lathe is also awkward.
Another point to remember is that the
bearings of electric drills are designed to be sturdy for drilling. But used on a lathe, the
machine is exposed to forces perpendicular to the axis, which might cause problems. That’s
probably the reason that Wolfcraft designed on its lathe a connecting piece between the
chuck of the drill and the spur centre. I must mention two further problems: an electric drill
is noisy and you must not use it in the same horizontal position for a longer time. For safety
reasons it is also better to make an extra on/off switch. within easy reach of hands, or feet.
Here is a TRT MC600 Drill powered woodturning lathe by Axminster, for about 60
English pounds (the power drill is not included in the set) a cheap alternative for the
man who doesn’t want to spend too much money on his hobby. It does not have, like
the Wolfcraft, a connecting piece from the drill chuck and the spur centre (or
- as on the photo - a face plate).

But is the Axminster set good, and pleasant to use, and is it worth the money? On the
website of Axminster you can see some surprisingly negative reviews, and the more
positive ones mention problems with for instance the tightening of the screws. I think that
the Wolfcraft is (or was) better, for instance having a much more stable tailstock spindle.
Maybe you can improve some parts of the Axminster set, but that is then the start of making
a complete new lathe of your own design. I have known some people who did that, using a
motor from a washing machine and some bike parts for the bearings. But for some parts of
such a lathe you need another lathe to make them, which might be troublesome.

The pole lathe
There is another way to make a special type of lathe, the historical pole lathe. This has no
motor, but instead you use one of your legs - it is also fitness training! I found this
information on Wikipedia: A pole lathe is a wood-turning lathe that uses a long pole as a
return spring for a treadle. Pressing the treadle with your foot pulls on a cord that is
wrapped around the piece of wood or billet being turned. The other end of the cord reaches
up to the end of a long springy pole. As the action is reciprocating, the work rotates in one
direction and then back the other way. Cutting is only carried out on the down stroke of the
treadle, the spring of the pole only being sufficient to return the treadle to the raised
position ready for the next down stroke.
The Wikipedia author also says that a requirement is that the timber used on a pole lathe
is freshly felled and unseasoned, i.e., green. I do not agree; most woodwind instruments
from baroque and earlier periods were made of really hard and well seasoned woods, and
on pole lathes. He is possibly correct with another statement: The angle that the tools are
ground is closer to that of a carpenter's chisel than that of a power lathe tool. Using power
lathe tools on a pole lathe is safe, but hard work. Using a pole lathe chisel on a power
lathe risks serious injury, since the forces are such that the blade is likely to break.

I have seen two beautiful pole lathes in
the recorder factory of Mollenhauer in
Fulda (Germany, see photo left).
School classes can here learn how to
turn wood in a safe way. The spring
action comes cleverly from two vertical poles, attached to both sides of the
lathe. The construction is clearly
visible on the pictures, also the way
that the wood is mounted between the
centres of the lathe. It seems to me a
perfect project for any school to make
this type of pole lathe from scratch and
then to use it for making finely turned
products.

Pole lathes have some advantages over power lathes. One of them is the much lower speed
of the turning. And that gives, together with the reciprocating action, the possibility of
turning screw threads. There is a picture of a lathe of a maker of musical instruments in the
famous Encylopédie ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers by
Diderot and d’Alembert and published between 1751 and 1772, with later supplements.
This picture (see below) needs some explanation: the rope is wrapped around an arbor and
not around the workpiece (which hat to be mounted into a mandrel which is attached to the
screw, G on the picture). The arbor has no fixed position, but can shift sideways over some
distance. The arbor has at its left side a series of various types of threads, but putting a slide
(in box B) into one of the threads, the desired shift will be realized and the thread will be
reproduced by simply using the right tool (fig. 15 and 16 on the picture), pushing that
against the turning and shifting wood.

The movable arbor of the lathe (fig 8.) and the mandrel (fig. 4), for mounting round objects.

In Comm. 2053 I wrote about ornamental turning of ivory; more elaborate templates were
used to get the desired ornaments. Cecil Adkins wrote about how ornamental lathes were
brought to perfection by the development of the treadle lathe in the 17th century. This type
of lathe has a continuous motion and when provided with a flywheel you can work more
efficiently. On the site woodworkers-online.com/2011/02/easy-to-build-continuousmotion-treadle. html you can find inspiration and technical tips on how to make a treadle
lathe yourself.

I have seen several old treadle lathes in local museums. On this photo (Erlenbach, Switzerland) is the flywheel placed at the left side of the lathe. It looks all rather primitive, but it is
in working order an you can make the finest workpieces on it!
Modern wood lathes
The ideal wood lathe is versatile, stable, with sufficient length between the centres, easy to
clean, safe to use and not too expensive. About the versatility: it is important that you can
attach several accessories like a face plate or a sanding plate, a drill chuck or a universal
self-centering chuck. And that means that I can’t recommend most of the cheapest lathes
My own lathe is by Ramatør, a (former) Danish product and a very robust machine,
designed for use in schools. It has a three-phase motor (380 Volt), which gives very stable
running, but it was rather expensive to install the necessary electricity supply in my house.
The capacity of the motor is 3/4 HP (c.550 Watt), which is more than enough for all my
work. Actually, I should rather prefer now a bit less power, because for some work on the
lathe you need strong hands to handle the machine when something goes wrong with a drill,
for instance with a drill that gets jammed in the wood.

Safety is of course very important:
I have on my lathe separate on and off
switches. The off switch (see the arrow)
can be operated with my hands but also and that happened more than once - with
my leg (or foot).
The motor also switches off when opening
the caps at the left side, where you have
access to change the position of the V-belt.
For a restart you must close the doors and
push the on-switch again, which is also for
safety reasons.
My Ramatør lathe has four spindle revolutions (825, 1550, 2220, 2750 rpm), which
is not too many, but I generally use only
the 1550. The 825 is rather fast for the
lowest speed. It is possible to make a provision to lower the speeds, but therefore
you have must have rather much experience. And it is not possible to use a
simple electric dimmer on lathe motors.
Some modern wood lathes have a variable
speed control, but these systems are prone
to defects and wear (as we discovered on one of the lathes of the Bouwerskontakt).

To the picture: a modern lathe by Rikon (USA) with its parts. It is possible to buy an
extension to the lathe bed, and a longer tool rest is also available. A lathe by Woodfast
(Australia) has almost the same characteristics and possibilities (turning speeds 360, 670,
1020, 1510, 2230 and 3250) is and is also sold by shops in Europe; the prices of these lathes
are very reasonable.

My own lathe has - just as
the Rikon and the Woodfasttwo ways to attach accessories to the head spindle: an
external screw thread and an
internal morse taper (MT2).
The drill chuck on the photo
has such a morse taper; it is
important to clean both
surfaces (in the spindle and
on the chuck) regularly to be
sure that the tools stay
perfectly centred.

My self-centering chuck (with
four jaws) uses the screw for
attachment. But I don’t like to
work with it, because this
chuck is so heavy. I got it from
the retailer because an earlier
and much lighter chuck, which
came with the lathe, had problems with the centring.
I have also small metal lathe
which has a chuck with three
jaws, perfect to do very precise
drilling and turning, for instance of rings of artificial ivory.

The traditional way to mount a piece of wood on the lathe is with spur centre (photo left).
But that is not ideal for hollow pieces such as the parts of woodwind instruments. That’s
why I generally use a so-called enlarging mill or fraise (German: Lochfräser, photo right).
It gives a perfect centring of the working piece and that is very important. The working
order with wind instrument parts is that you begin with shaping the interior (drilling and

reaming a bore profile) in
a piece of wood, to be
followed by exterior
(turning). The axis of the
bore is the all important
central starting point for
all following actions.
You have to be cautious
hammering thin-walled
pieces of wood against
the fraise, and of course
there will inevitably
always be some traces of
the sharp edges of the
Piece of wood mounted in the lathe, using the ‘Lochfräser’
fraise in the end of the
wood. But that is no problem, as we generally work with some excess length in the
workpiece. And it is also a safe way of working: if for some reason the wood becomes
locked, the fraise starts ‘fraising’, losing some millimeters of the excess doesn’t bother us
very much.
It is, of course, also possible to mount hollow pieces with a spur centre. But then you
have to put always a connecting piece (a plug or ‘reel’) which fits at one end on the spur,
and at the other end fits perfectly in the bore of the instrument part (see diagram below).
Perfectly means clasping so that there is just enough friction for the reel to stick to the
wood.

Here is a connecting plug to put in
the bore of a workpiece, for
mounting into a spur centre. There
is an obvious problem: the traces
of the spur on the face of the plug
(photo right) are here wearing out
the wood and that destroys an
exact centring.

Other accessories for wood lathes: the lunette
Drilling long and thin pieces of wood (for instance one-piece renaissance traversos) gives
the problem that the workpiece may easily start to vibrate, even when you use the sharpest
chisels with the most subtle approach to the wood. The traditional solution is using a socalled lunette, which gives support halfway to the workpiece (which must be already turned
round). It is a common device on metal lathes and it comes in two types: one that supports
the workpiece on three sides, and the other one which support only at the back of the wood.
Long ago I made a device of which this is a
schematic diagram, a cross-section of the lathe.
At e- is the bed of the lathe, a- the tool rest, b- the
workpiece, c- is the actual lunette with two small
wheels. I could push the bar (d-) with my foot to give
the right amount of pressure. Did it work? Well, more
or less. One of the problems is that you have to move
the system to the point where you are working with the
chisel. And the wheels may leave some marks on the
workpiece. I have used it only a few times and have it
not anymore. Sometimes the idea is more interesting
than the result. But maybe that other people can make
a better version of it.
The photo on the next page shows the other type
of lunette on a wood lathe. The workpiece is here
a massive round-turned piece of wood, mounted
in a special chuck at the side of
the head spindle; the three wheels of the
lunette are carefully adjusted to support
the rod at the other side. A drill chuck is placed in the tailstock spindle; the drill is pushed
into the turning wood. This is the traditional way to drill a pilot hole in the wood. Starting
with a short drill, and when the hole has some length you must take a longer drill. There is
no guarantee (even with the finest drills) that the hole will come out perfectly in the centre
of the rod, a deviation of some millimetres is common. That is also the reason that you
never must drill the wood from both ends, halfway reversing the wood: the two holes will
never be perfectly centred or they will even not meet. That is bad: what we want is a perfect
(and single) straight hole over the whole length of the workpiece.

On the photo is a modern metal drill mounted in the chuck. The traditional way of making
long holes on a lathe is with shell augers, said to be better self-centring. The Dutch name
for these tools is ‘lepelboren’, translated: ‘spoon drills’, because they have the shape of a
spoon. Such drills are depicted in old books, such as - again - the Encyclopédie by Diderot
(fig. 4 and 5 in the picture below).

In the old days you asked your local blacksmith to make this type of drills for you, I have
seen fine examples (up to 5 metres long) in museums. Ridgway Tools from Sheffield sold a
modern version of the shell auger (see photo below), but this company doesn’t exist anymore, just like the old local blacksmiths. More about drilling long holes appears in a
following article.

One of the problems you have to solve is that the workpiece, which has to be turned
perfectly round, must be mounted at the left side firmly in the chuck. The jaws of the chuck
will inevitably leave some dents in the wood. What you don’t want, if you work with a
lunette, is that the workpiece begins to move (in the direction of the tailstock): that is
especially annoying when you use the lunette for reaming out the bore of an oboe bell.

Photo left: the bell of an oboe by Robbert
Wijne (Nijmegen, 1698-1774). Clearly
visible are the ripple marks in the bore.
They are caused by the movement of the
workpiece in the lunette, and also by
instability: the long distance for the chisel
between tool rest and where it touches the
wood.

Back to Diderot: a much simpler lunette is depicted in his
Enyclopédie: it is just a hole in a piece of metal (picture left).
That is of course possible because of the much lower
speed of that lathe. I have made a similar device for my Ramatør lathe, but put a (ball)
bearing in it (photo right). It is a bearing used in agricultural machines, and actually I don’t
know which turning speeds are allowed. There is a nipple at the top where you can put
grease into the system. And I had to make the construction quite heavy, this because of the
forces on my lathe I made also set of wooden rings for mounting workpieces with different
diameters into the opening of the bearing (which is 60 mm). And... I hardly used my
construction: it is rather noisy and my metal lathe has a lunette which is just big enough for
mounting a piece of wood for turning the bells of most types of baroque oboes.

The metal lathe
In this contribution about lathes I have to make some remarks about the metal lathe. It is
just with this lathe as with a watch or a pocket knife: you are not missing them when you
never had them before. But a metal lathe is a great help for making tools such as reamers,
and you can turn also wood and other materials on it.
My metal lathe was
made in Taiwan,
more or less as a
copy of a much more
expensive lathe by
Emco (Austria). It
has a working length
of 450 mm between
the centres, but that
is theoretical, especially for turning
parts of wind instruments. I think that
the effective working
length for such work
is between 350 and
400 mm. The advantage of this lathe
(and most metal lathes) is that is has much slower speeds than my wood lathe: from 100,
250, 350, 500, 850 and 1700 rpm, and you can also reverse the rotation. The low speeds
make the lathe more suitable for drilling and reaming instrument parts. Accurate turning
and drilling is possible by using the scales on the hand wheels. For free turning - as on a
wood lathe - you must make a rest (you can’t buy them to the metal lathes).
I use my metal lathe apart from turning (and reaming) rings of artificial ivory mainly for
slow speed reaming of wooden instrument parts (the reamer mounted in the chuck). But I
do also some metal work: brass rings which must get an exact length, some parts of measuring tools and so on. I have also turned steel rods for
making gun drills to a specific diameter. Actually, I use
this lathe quite regularly. A problem is cleaning: dust of
wood and synthetic materials easily clog the threads of
the wheels and other parts. That’s why I do not recommand a metal lathe if you have the plan to do a lot of
wood turning.
There is much more to say about working on a metal
lathe, but there is nowadays so much information on the
internet. I had to learn many things by trial and error.
That is sometimes not so pleasant, but is good for your
brains to solve the problems without help from others.
To the photo: the lunette of my metal lathe has no wheel,
but brass ends with sliding faces. That is not ideal for
wood, but it is just workable.
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Making woodwind instruments
6b- Turning wood on a lathe
Some observations and tips about wood turning; safety
First of all, a warning: you can’t learn turning wood by reading books or articles (including
this one); it doesn’t generally harm to read them, but the only way to is to do the job yourself, or better: follow a course in wood turning. But such a course must be given by really
experienced craftsmen: watching other people at work on a lathe (at country fairs and
similar events), has confused me more than taught me useful information.
Secondly, I am very much a self-trained man in the field of wood turning and I know
very well that my technique of turning is not perfect. That’s why I give here only some
general remarks about specific problems with turning woodwinds. I can’t tell you about
special tricks that woodwind makers in the past used when they turned their instruments. I
have also no experience turning wood on a pole or treadle lathe.
Safety is very important, see www.woodworking.co.uk/Technical/Beginners/beginners.html
for a list with important safety advice. Some of my advice and observations:
- you need good light at your lathe: full light from above to see what you are doing, an
raking light from the side to see irregularities in your workpiece;
- sharp chisels; it is good to invest time and money in sharpening them correctly: the wood
chips on the floor below the lathe tell us sometimes more about the qualities of a craftsman
than looking at the finished workpiece;
- it is advisable to use (only) your own chisels and gouges, each tool has its possibilities
(and secrets) with which you must become familiar;
- working at a lathe is not without dangers; do not use high speeds when it is not strictly
necessary; I always wear a leather glove on my left hand to protect my fingers; do not work
on a lathe when you are tired;
- it is so important that your lathe has an on/off switch which is in easy reach; on my lathe I
was several times in the situation that I had to use my feet or legs to press the off switch.
- sometimes you have to protect both your nose (dust, especially when you are sanding the
wood), your ears (noise) and your eyes (dust, woodchips); but wearing all these protections
together is not pleasant!
- each species of wood is different, and within each species you will find also differences in
structure, hardness and other characteristics; each single piece of wood has it peculiarities
which have to be discovered: ‘listen to the wood’!
- irregularities in wood (for instance knots, which might get loose and ) have always to be
handled with respect; use a lower speed, scraping is often safer than cutting.
- it is important to mount the workpiece correctly, the axis of the bore has to be perfectly
centred (see 6a , Comm. 2056 concerning the lathe). End plugs (connecting pieces between
the workpiece and the centers) must be tightly fitting and - of course - perfectly centred as
well. It is better that these plugs do not protrude out of the workpiece too much: because if
they do, small defects in their position will have a greater negative effect on a correct
centering.

To the diagram: two ways to mount a workpiece on a lathe. I prefer the method with what I
call a ‘fraise center’ (the official name is ‘enlarging mill’), because spur centers easily wear
out the upper face of the connecting plug (photo right), which hampers exact centering of
the workpiece. Enlarging mills are sold by Wolfcraft (but surely not in every DIY-shop), I
saw on internet larger ones on http://www.pgprofessional.it.

Fraise center, mounted on the MT2 shaft
of my lathe.

Cutting off excess of wood brings the bore
better in the center and makes turning much
easier and safer.

The working order for turning woodwind
instruments is:
a-take always pieces of wood with some excess length and enough thickness;
b- if the wood has an irregular shape and/or the pilot hole or bore is not in the centre,
saw or cut the irregularities off (for instance along the dotted lines on the photo
above): this makes the turning much easier and safer;

c- turn or cut away at both ends the wood perfectly straight (if you forget to do that,
the result might be an irregular thickness of the wall; see diagrams below);
d- put the connecting plugs on the workpieces; after remounting the wood on the
lathe: do not take it off to the end of your work, unless it is absolutely necessary, and
turn it - again - perfectly round; if you must take off the wood, put them back in
exactly the same position;
e- mark the sections of the profile with a pencil (see photo next page, a head of a
baroque recorder);
f- turn all sections, make subsections etc. and finally turn the profiles according to the
plan (see photos below);
g- finish the surface of the wood.

The right section (the lower part of the head of a recorder); the borders of the subsections
marked with a pencil (middle) and turned in between with a parting chisel (right).

Next steps: turning the ‘slopes’ (the sections between the beads) and the bead groups (on
the left and middle photo the wood is rotating). The right photo shows the result, after some
sanding (which flattened the beads a bit too much) and polishing.
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The middle joints of recorders or traversos have a long ‘smooth’ section (3, no beads and
rings) and tenons (2) with thin walls. There is the danger of cracking, especially when you
mount the workpiece using my method without connecting plugs directly to the centres.
To avoid cracks in these tenons, it is better to keep the ends of the workpiece with thicker
‘collars’ (1). These collars are removed as last action, I do that by turning them carefully
with a parting chisel.

Important: both ends of the workpiece must be cut off (by turning, with a saw, on a sanding
disk or what so ever) perfectly straight before you start turning. If you don’t do so, it will
result in an oval cross section of an uneven thickness of the wall (see drawing).
I have seen uneven walls on middle joints of a special type of baroque recorder of a
well-known factory. I don’t know of that was deliberately done so, for instance to
drill- for acoustical reasons - the fingerholes in the thickest part of the wall.

A skewed end of the workpiece: as a result the centre is not in line with the axis of the
bore’.The result: the bore is not perfectly centered, with uneven thickness of the wall.

Thin long workpieces will bend a little (and sometimes
quite a lot) on your lathe when you put a chisel against
the wood. The wood begins to vibrate and the result is
ripple marks which destroy the surface. There is only one
way to get rid of these marks: using sand paper (going
from coarse, to middle and fine). Sometimes when you
just see that the ripples are appearing, you might correct
them by changing the turning speed and/or using other
tools. To avoid bending, you must give a counter force
at or close to the point where the chisel cuts the wood.
I once made a contraption with two small plastic
wheels (c- on the diagram) which I can push with my
foot (d-) against the workpiece (b). But I have hardly
ever used it, and recently I saw on the website www.
bigtreetools.com by Jon Siegel a better solution in a
article with the tite ‘Conquer the long and thin’,
which deals with the same problem.

Siegel uses a ‘steady rest’ (see photo left)
made of a piece of soft pine wood. You
turn somewhere in the middle of the workpiece the wood round before you can
mount the steady rest. Bigtree tools sells
such rests, but they are not so difficult to
make yourself. On their website you can
find more interesting articles about wood
turning.

This is another way
to avoid vibrations:
using your hand as a
rest. I guide the chisel
with my right hand
and the tumb of my
left hand, and keep
the long shaft firm
against my body.

I prefer very much to wear a lather
glove on my left hand (I am righthanded) to protect my fingers.
And using a gouge for spindle
turning, I usually put my left hand
firm as shown on the photo left.

Chisels and gouges for turning woodwind instruments
All wood turners need several types of chisels and gouges. I started with only three or four
of these tools, now I use about ten, of every size and shape. I made some of them from old
files: the surface of a file must completely made smooth before grinding a bevel. I did not
give the steel a treatment (tempering) to make it softer. Perhaps some old files are too hard
to use for chisels, with the chance that they will break during work (some files do so if you
drop them on a hard floor, but I have never seen that occur with my tools), and then you
must temper them. And that is a science in itself: tempering and hardening steel. It involves
heating to high temperatures, cooling down in oil, and heating again, and it is not wise to
do that in a woodwind makers shed.

Five of my turning tools are depicted in the photo below, from left to right:
1- half-round medium-sized gouge (actually a fingernail bowl gouge)
2- chisel for turning concave profiles (such as on a foot of a baroque recorder);
3- half round chisel;
4- parting tool;
5- skew chisel; nos. 2 and 5 are made from old files.
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The chisels and gouges in three views: front, from aside, and back.
I must explain some pecularities of the depicted tools. I often use the half round chisel (3)
because it lies with its flat back side so stable on the tool rest of the lathe (see photo on the
previous page). It is good for turning long sections, for instance middle joints of recorders
or traversos. The angle of the bevel of my parting tool (no. 4) is now not very sharp, I have
to change that according the recommendations of Robert Sorby in the instructions to his
ProEdge sharpening system, which I bought recently (see next page).

My skew chisel (5) has a slightly curved cutting edge. I
can’t work with such chisels when the edge is perfectly
straight, the tips at both sides will catch the wood so easily.
It is of course one of the things you have to learn: to
approach the wood with your tools with the right touch,
speed and force. The sharpness of the tool must do the
work, not the force in your arms or the force and speed of
the engine of your lathe.
There has always been much discussion about the techniques of cutting (which gives a nicer surface of the wood)
and scraping, which is generally easier to do. The only thing I will say about that: for each
turning tool you have to find the best angle to put it against the workpiece. When nothing
happens, the sharp edge of the chisel or gouge will only get blunt.

The angles in these diagrams by Robert Sorby s have to be seen as general recommendations. I am used to my own bevel profiles for the gouges and skew chisels and the ideal
angle depends also on the wood that you are turning. But you can’t change angles again and
again without losing steel each time, and good tools are not cheap.
Many more recommendations about the use and sharpening of turning tools can be found
nowadays on the internet, see for instance in bigtreetools.com/articles/sharpening1.html.

Jon Siegel writes on this site about ‘flat grind versus
hollow grind’: I am absolutely convinced that wood
turning chisels should not be hollow ground - this does
not apply to scrapers which can be either flat or hollow.
I learned this from trial and error, and decades of
experimentation. When I switched to flat grinding,
woodturning suddenly became much easier. The
reason is because the flat grind defines the bevel as a
straight line - at least in the longitudinal plane. This
allows better control of the chisel. If you want your
chisel to go in a straight line, you need a straight bevel.
If the bevel is curved in a hollow shape (concave), then
the chisel is always trying to follow this curve, and it is
a struggle to keep it going straight.

Turning problems and faults

With the ProEdge sharpening
system of Robert Sorby you will
get a flat ground to the chisels.

Here I can give some first-hand information: I have
made all types of errors, and I know how to correct or
compensate them.
I mentioned already the problem of vibration
ripples. One method to avoid this vibrating is filling
the bore of the workpiece with a perfect fitting
piece of metal (for instance the gun drill you might
have used to make that bore). I have not yet tried
this technique myself, I am afraid that it will be
difficult to pull the metal out of the bore again. But
turning a 70 cm long renaissance traverso, with a
bore of Ø 17.8 mm and a wall thickness of about
2.5 mm is and remains quite a challenge for every
wood worker.

Uneven surfaces
It is often more difficult to turn long flat (or slightly curved) sections and swells than small
beads and coves. For making a smooth surface, you need, apart from good light at your
lathe and sharp tools, also a long and clean tool rest: the chisel or gouge must not meet
obstacles when you move them along the workpiece (from left to right and back). It is all a
matter of experience, the right touch and the right view. You must not only see the surface,
but also check the feel of it with your fingers.
If your tools are not sharp enough, the wood fibers will not cut off cleanly: they might be
ripped out (leaving small holes in the wood). That happens easily at the face of the wood,
for instance if you are turning the lower end of a recorder foot. The photo shows that I had
problems with the end face of this foot of an alto recorder: I have sanded off most of the
problems, but the traces are still visible.

Another fault: if there are some shiny spots on the surface of the wood, you have just the
opposite problem: you must not think that these spots are shiny because you have finished
them perfectly with your chisel; what happened is
that some of the fibers are bent over and lay now
over the surface of the wood, instead of being cut
off (see drawing). Such irregular spots become
especially visible when you stain the wood: the
colour will take quite differently. These irregularities must - as well as cracks and knots must be tackled in time, before you start with the final finishing of the wood.
I have discovered one technique for making long flat
sections quite smooth, and that is with so called sanding
mesh. The open structure of the mesh resists clogging.
You can buy sheets or rolls of sanding mesh in the DIYshop, to be used on plasterboard, drywall finishing,
rough timber, rust removal and metal polishing. But the
DIY-shops have only one type of grit (I suppose a rather
coarse one, but sufficient for removing irregularities on
wood).
I saw on internet a kit of ten sheets of Abranet Mesh,
with five different grits: 120, 180, 240, 320 and 400
(photo right). It is said that it lasts far longer than conventional sand paper and that you'll get far superior sanding results in less time. If you use
Micro-Mesh, there is no need to sand any finer than 400X since the 1500 grit of MicroMesh is equivalent to the 400X Abranet, but has a more consistent scratch pattern, so they
say.
Upper part of the lower
joint of a ‘Duitse schalmei’
(‘German shawm’) by
Richard Haka. The fontanelle covers the top section
of that joint. We can see
there the wood after it was
turned by Haka without
further finishing. The chisel
marks are clearly visible.
But why should Haka have
cared as this part of the
instrument, which is made
in boxwood, was covered
by the fontanelle? See
www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/zo
eken?q=Haka%20schalmei
&v= &s=&ii=0&p=1 for
photos of three schalmeien (with mounted fontanelle) by Haka in the collection of the
Rijksmuseum. Fontanelles were originally made to protect (and hide) key constructions.
This type of shawms lost their keys, but the fontanelles stayed as an ornament. In German
language this is called a ‘Rückentwicklung’ (backwards development).

Finishing
What is finishing? It is all about treating the surface of the wood: that it becomes and stays
smooth and clean, with a nice colour and touch, not sticky. Finishing must be done with
the same - or even more - concentration and care than turning, and it takes often - but that
depends of the type of wood - about the same amount of time.
Polishing the exterior of a woodwind instrument will not have effect on its acoustical
properties, but wood that is not finished enough or correctly becomes dirty and that may
hamper playing. Treating the interior (bore) of woodwinds is, however, very important for
the sound and other playing characteristics; I will discuss that later.
The first step to make the
surface of the workpiece
smooth is often sanding.
But as sanding always
leaves traces on the wood,
you must remove them by
using sandpaper - or what I
prefer: sanding cloth - with
a finer grit, that is a higher
number (see table).
The question is then how
far do you go? And that depends much of the type of
wood. For instance olive
wood and some palissander
species are easy: if the turning was done correctly, only
a little bit of smoothing with
sandpaper is necessary.
Instead of using the higher
numbers of sandpaper or
cloth, I prefer Scotch Brite
hand pads which can be
used dry or a bit wet. The
small wood fibers which
cause roughness will stand
up a tiny bit when the wood
is made (a little) wet, after
which the rubbing goes
better. Then I dry up the
wood surface with some
tissue paper, followed by a
treatment with the same
type of hand pads but then
dipped in some linseed oil.
That gives these types of
wood a perfect finish.

The hand pads are available from different brands (for instance by 3M, product number
7447) and in several qualities, I use mainly the brown coloured pads. On one of the
websites I found this description: ‘Hand pads combine flexibility with effective cutting
action and precise hand control to accomplish tough cleaning jobs or produce fine finishing
results, use after use. The very fine grade aluminum oxide abrasives cut fast and fine,
leaving a smooth, finished surface. Suitable for use on a wide variety of materials and for
many different tasks.’

Here is the foot of an alto recorder
by Thomas Boekhout, in ebony
and ivory. See the website of the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam for a
full colour photo of this
instrument. The beads and ledges
in the wood are rather rounded,
with ‘soft borders’ (sometimes
difficult to measure!). The details
in the ivory rings are much
sharper. I think that Boekhout has
sanded the wood section rather
intensively, much more than the
ivory, which material needs after
turning hardly any finishing
actions.
That might be an indication
that Boekhout had some
difficulties with turning this
hard wood.
I do not know what technique
Boekhout used for sanding and
polishing; perhaps shark skin or
other natural materials.

Back to sandpaper or sanding cloth: sanding works best on long flat pieces, such as the
renaissance traverso. For removing traces it is advisable to do the sanding not - or not alone
- on the turning wood, but also on the workpiece as it stands still and then use the paper in
length direction, perpendicular to the existing marks. Warning: be careful with pieces of
sandpaper, that there is no contamination with particles from coarser grits.

Polishing wood surfaces is not advisable when you want to stain them. It is more difficult
for the colour to penetrate in the wood. Boxwood is especially difficult to stain with the
conventional products which are soluble in water and oil. One way to achieve an acceptable
result is ‘sanding in’. The surface must be roughened, then the stain must be put on (with a
brush or a cloth). The next step is applying a finer quality of sandpaper, followed by a new
portion of staining, and so on. But I must say: I have no experience of this method myself.
Other ways for smoothing and finishing:
- With steel wool, which is sold in various qualities. I used steel wool in my early years, but
I don’t like it so much.
- You can take some fine chips of the wood that you have turned and rub that against the
turning the workpiece. But be aware of contamination of the chips!
- The cloth or buffing wheel (photo right), which can
be mounted on your lathe. I have several of these
cloth wheels: one only used for brass keys, one for
artificial ivory, one for dark woods. There are many
types of polishing paste for putting on the cloth, I
have only two of them in use for over 30 years, and
do not know their specific qualities. Traces of paste
will fill in the pores in the wood, you have to be
aware that the color is about the same. But linseed or
tung oil applied with Scotch-Brite hand pads (with traces of aluminum oxide and some wood
dust) will also fill in those small holes without colour problems, and it gives after drying
(nearly) always a nice and not too shiny finish.
- Covering the wood with a layer shellac. One of these methods with shellac is called
French polishing, which is an old wood finishing technique, which was applied to historic
string instruments. I am not sure whether shellac was widely used by woodwind makers.
From wikipedia: ‘French polishing results in a very high gloss surface, with a deep colour
and chatoyancy. The method consists of applying many thin coats of shellac dissolved in
alcohol using a rubbing pad lubricated with oil. The rubbing pad is made of absorbent
cotton or wool cloth wadding inside a square piece of fabric (usually soft cotton cloth) and
is commonly referred to as a fad, also called a rubber, tampon, or muñeca (Spanish for ‘rag
doll’). French polish is a process, not a material. The main material is shellac, although
there are several other shellac-based finishes, not all of which class as French polishing.
The finish is considered by many to be a beautiful way to finish highly figured wood, but it
is also recognised to be fragile. It is softer than modern varnishes and lacquers and is particularly sensitive to spills of water or alcohol, which often produce white cloudy marks.
However, it is also simpler to repair than a damaged varnish finish, as patch repairs to
French polish may be easily blended into an existing finish.’
A final remark about finishing
Much more can be said about finishing and polishing wood, for instance about linseed and
other oils: which effect they have on and into the wood. It is just as with string instruments
a field where it is easy to carry out all sorts of experiments, there is not only one method
which is the best. And that is exactly my advice for beginning instrument makers: do those
experiments and find new ways. My philosophy for making woodwinds - and that includes
finishing wood surfaces - is: keep it simple, be careful (also for your health), and critical.
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Amended reeds for Flemish pipe, further to Comm. 2046
I was never satisfied with the Scots’ small pipe reed that I co-opted for the chanter and I was keen
to reduce the demand for air to something more manageable.
I adapted a drone reed design from Northumbrian small pipes to reduce the aperture beneath
the tongue to a smaller, circular hole. Secondly, I adapted Jon Swayne’s chanter reed instructions
published by the Bagpipe Society to suit this chanter.
I purchased sheet polystyrene form a local model shop, but both designs should work perfectly
well in cane.
Clear polystyrene is stiffer, presumably with less plasticiser, and won’t work for the drone reed
tongues because it is reluctant to take a ‘set’. However, it is good for the chanter reed as it gives a
brighter sound.
White polystyrene sheet is softer and works for both reeds. When ‘rolled’ over a steel rod, it
takes up a smoother curve than the stiffer clear plastic and the latter tends to leave a spine down
the middle of the reed.
You might need to experiment with the staple ‘mouth’ as too wide an oval will make the reed
unduly stiff.
See: http://www.bagpipesociety.org.uk/making-plastic-chanter-reeds/
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Martyn Hodgson

Early synthetic gut strings, a query
Recently I acquired a violin (probably Mirecourt made) imported by Norman Duke c 1880. In
the case were various spare strings. One is particularly interesting. The packet has printed on it:
--------------------------------------------------------------------Violin D or 3rd
Synthetic gut
1 length
No.603
for
SWEETER TONE
FULLER VOLUME
SUMMIT string
British Music and tennis strings Ltd. London
---------------------------------------------------------------------A couple of notes in the instrument case are dated to 1962. The packet appears to me mid 20th
century in design, art work and is, I suggest, from from the 1950/60s. The string in the packet is
about 0.92mm, gut coloured, quite stiff, slightly rough surface but with no sign of twisting as in
gut strings of this diameter.
I had thought synthetic gut music strings were a more recent invention (Eph Segerman of NRI
offered some called 'gutlon' in the 1980s I think and, of course, Peruffo or Aqulia Strings
currently with his Nylgut). Has anyone come across these particular sort of earlier synthetic
string? And I wonder what became of them.
From the site below it seems the company lasted to the 1950s. See:
http:/www.gracesguide.co.uk/British Music and Tennis Strings
It also seems that a different company, but using a similar name was established in the 1960s. See
http:/www.guitar-list.com/brands/british-music-strings-limited
The material might just possibly be 'acribelle' which I believe was a silk string impregnated with
glue to stiffen it. (see Goodwin's article In March 2003 EMP below). But because I've never
seen such silk strings I don't actually know if this is the case here.
http;/www.earlymusic.info/performer/EMO11-1.pdf
Any information would be welcomed!

